
Be Sure It’s the Original

Kool Deck® concrete topping was invented by Mortex 
over 40 years ago.  It is a beautiful surface for swimming 
pool decks, walkways, patios and virtually any foot traffic 
area.  Once applied, it generates a colored, textured ce-
ment surface that is as strong as the base concrete.

•	Significantly	lowers	the	surface	temperature	of	con-
crete.

•	Withstands	thermal	expansion	and	contraction	bet-
ter	than	concrete.

•	Requires	minimal	cleaning.		Just	rinse	with	water.		
When	necessary,	scrub	with	soap	and	water	to	keep	
the	surface	looking	great.

•	Proprietary	mixture	of	natural	substances	and	syn-
thetic	iron	oxide	pigments.

•	Environmentally	safe.
•	Unaffected	by	normal	pool	chemicals

Colorful Alternatives

Designer Colors are an extension of the Kool Deck color 
line. Made of the same durable formula as Mortex’s clas-
sic Kool Deck topping, the Designer Color Collection 
provides additional colors and a beautiful nonskid sur-
face at the same low cost of the classic Kool Deck colors.
The colors of the Mortex Designer Color line are in-
spired by nature. This palette is made up of deeper hues, 
designed to compliment a natural landscaping environ-
ment. Even though this color collection is darker, it will 
be more comfortable than plain concrete in the heat of 
the summer months.
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Kool Deck® Colors

1.  Comfort - Even during the hottest summer days, you can 
walk, sit, sunbathe or play on your Kool Deck surface.  It’s 
more comfortable because it stays cooler than plain concrete 
or other decking surfaces.

2.  Durability - The Kool Deck concrete topping is specifi-
cally formulated to be far stronger, more durable, and more 
stain-resistant than other surfaces.  It will stand up against 
even the roughest, most demanding environments such as 
100°+ days to freezing nights.

3.  Safety - A Kool Deck topping creates a non-skid, textured 
surface that is designed to help reduce the risk of accidents, 
even when wet, to give you peace of mind.

4.  Beauty - A Kool Deck surface is a beautiful addition to 
your pool, walkway, patio or entire landscape package.  The 
rich, consistent color and texture make it much more attrac-
tive than plain concrete.  Its beauty compliments the natural 
environment and other landscaping techniques.

5.  Cost - This is the best - even with its far superior quality, a 
Kool Deck surface is less expensive than other deck surfacing 
products.  The quality of a Kool Deck surface adds distinc-
tion and lasting value to your property.

6.  Variety - Kool Deck toppings offer you a striking choice 
of luxurious, pastel colors...one which is perfect for the envi-
ronment you want to create.

Six Reasons Why Kool Deck® Concrete Topping is Still The Best

All colors shown are
approximate

Designer Colors are darker 
and therefore warmer than 
standard Kool Deck colors.

Mauve T5 Terra Cotta

Sedona Tan Sand Buff

Rose Pink Coral Peach Birch Grey

Aztec Gold

Aqua

Adobe Buff

Designer Color Collection™ Colors
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For over 40 years, Mortex™ has been the contractor’s choice for innova-
tive and superior quality products. In 1962, Mortex revolutionized the 
swimming pool industry with the introduction of our Keystone Kool 
Deck product, that literally changed the face of swimming pool decks 
forever. Since then, Mortex has continued to set the industry standards 
for product innovation, quality and customer service.
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